
Data preprocessing

The data consisted of clinical and demographic variables collected at triage in the
emergency department. For continuous variables min-max scaler normalization was
applied. The criteria for identification of outliers and abnormal values in each
physiological parameter was based on values not within the medical physiological
ranges [1–3]. Only values not possible to exist in a patient were excluded. For each
physiological variable, a dummy indicator variable was created and 1 was imputed each
time an abnormal value was identified in the correspondent variable for the patient. In
the same way, for each physiological variable, a dummy indicator variable was created
and 1 was imputed each time there was a missing value in the correspondent variable
for the patient. The last present value was imputed with data collected in a time frame
[-60, 15] min, with triage as reference (0 min), since the values can be registered at a
different time due to a malfunction in the registration system. The mean value of the
population was imputed for the remaining missing data. The chief complaint consisted
of unstructured free text information and it was subjected to lowercasing, a process of
temporal normalization, tokenization, expansion of abbreviations and correction using
Jaro-Winkler and stemming. The corpus of tokens was created recurring to Firefox
dictionary for language tokens as well as sources for sublanguage [4] and for
medications [5].
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